Due in by email week beginning: Monday 22nd November

Class 4 Homework Autumn term 2021

Please support your child to help them choose a minimum of four activities to complete at home over this term. Due to exceptional circumstances, all homework will need to be
received digitally and can be sent to the Class 4 email account (class4@uley.gloucs.sch.uk) which will be made available during the week beginning 22rd November. Any homework
completed and sent to the class 4 email account will receive 5 team points. Once all homework has been received, the children’s work will be celebrated and shared amongst the class
and individual team points will be collected and awarded.
Exploring Light activities:
Can you create a pin hole camera and use the sun as a light
source to help you see an image? Take a picture of
your finished pinhole camera you have created.
Exploring Light activities: Can you make your own shadow
puppet show? You can make a simple shadow puppet by
using black card and straws. Video record your final version
of your shadow puppet show.
Extra points: Can you write a script for your show
as well?

Have a go at researching and
making a Victorian delicacy.
Can you write out the recipe as
well? Would your food choice
have been eaten by a rich or a
poor Victorian?

Create your own
homework inspired by
the topic of the
Victorians.

The Victorian period had many
significant figures including Queen
Victoria, Edward Jenner and Charles Darwin.
Choose a historical Victorian and create your
own biography or fact file about them, including
their life events and any great achievements,
such as inventing the light bulb.
Holst is a Victorian composer. Listen to the
planet suite by Holst and explain which
piece is your favourite and why. Can you
have a go at creating your own piece of
music to represent an emotion or planet.
This term’s topic is ‘Our British
Roots’. For this topic, we are
travelling back in time to the
Victorian period. Have a go at
completing different homework
tasks to learn more about this
important period in history.

The Victorian period was famous for lots of different inventions
including the light bulb, telephone and the first post box. Research and
find 5 other inventions the Victorians are famous for and explain
how the inventions are important to the way we live our lives
today.
Can you have a go at drawing or making a smaller version of a Victorian
invention?
Or
Can you have a go at designing and making your own invention which
would be useful to our everyday lives now? Label your design
and explain how it works.

During the Victorian period, the UK ruled many countries
all around the world. Choose a country which was part of
the British Empire and compare the climate,
food and language to life in England.

Dress yourselves up as a Victorian and take a
Our value this term is trust. Can you explain a time when This term in R.E. we are discussing the creation story.
photo of you participating in Victorian activities
you have shown yourself to be trustworthy?
Have a go at trying to represent what happens during the
e.g. cooking, playing outside with toys.
Or
creation story using a medium of your choice. This could
Remember, photographs took a very long time to
Can you create an acrostic poem to explain what trust means?
include representing it through a piece of
art,
take in the Victorian period, so don’t forget to
E.g. being truthful and reliable
on the computer, building lego or even
frown whilst you wait for your photo!
through baking.
We recommend choosing a range of activities across the subject range. If you require any equipment/resources to help complete the tasks, please do not hesitate to ask! These tasks
are to be completed in addition to regular home reading and spelling homework.
The homework tasks can also be supplemented with practising Rainbow Maths, completing Mathletics tasks and practising their individual times tables. All Rainbow Maths sheets can now
be found on the school website. Please just let us know if you would like a hardcopy/any answer sheets.

